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ABSTRACT
The IBM DB2 Analytics Accelerator (IDAA) integrates the
strong OLTP capabilities of DB2 for z/OS with very fast
processing of OLAP workloads using Netezza technology.
The accelerator is attached to DB2 as analytical process-
ing resource – completely transparent for user applications.
But all data modifications must be carried out by DB2 and
are replicated to the accelerator internally. However, this
behavior is not optimized for ELT processing and predic-
tive analytics or data mining workloads where multi-staged
data transformations are involved. We present our work for
extending IDAA with accelerator-only tables, which enable
direct data transformations without any necessary interven-
tions by DB2. Further, we present a framework for executing
arbitrary in-database analytics operations on the accelerator
while ensuring data governance aspects like privilege man-
agement on DB2 and allowing to ingest data from any other
source directly to the accelerator to enrich analytics e. g.,
with social media data. The evolutionary framework design
maintains compatibility with existing infrastructure and ap-
plications, a must-have for the majority of customers, while
allowing complex analytics beyond read-only reporting.
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1. INTRODUCTION
The IBM DB2 Analytics Accelerator (IDAA) [1] is an ex-

tension for IBM’sR© DB2R© for z/OSR© database system. It’s
primary objective is the extremely fast execution of com-
plex, analytical queries on a snapshot of the data copied
from DB2. However, when it comes to more complex, multi-
staged data analysis tasks like data mining, the accelerator
can often provide limited improvements only. Predictive an-
alytics tools like SPSS [4] resort to multiple SQL statements,
each implementing a step or stage in a chain of data prepara-
tion, transformation, and evaluation tasks. For each stage,
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base data needs to be transferred to IDAA before mining
algorithms can be run and result data has to be materi-
alized within DB2 before it can be used as input for the
next stage or iteration. A key requirement for enhancing
these workloads is to minimize data movement while still
exploiting the accelerator for this task. We solve this issue
with accelerator-only tables (AOTs) which are discussed in
Sec. 2. The second use case is the application of the an-
alytic algorithms in the pipeline. A generic framework is
required which allows to pass code for arbitrary algorithms
to IDAA while still implementing data governance aspects
correctly. A seamless approach, completely transparent to
user applications is discussed in Sec. 3.

2. ACCELERATOR-ONLY TABLES AND
DATA INGESTION

Maintaining a copy of the DB2 data in the accelerator for
query processing is the main use case of IDAA. However,
this design involves a lot of data movements in case of multi-
staged algorithms that require result materialization inside
DB2 before the next step can be executed. The first build-
ing block in our current efforts are accelerator-only tables
(AOTs), i. e., tables whose data solely resides inside IDAA
(cf. Fig. 1), and DB2 only keeps a proxy or table reference
which is usually named nickname in federation contexts [5].
This proxy is used for storing meta data in the DB2 catalog
and acts as indicator for delegating any query on the cor-
responding AOT to IDAA. For creating AOTs the CREATE

TABLE statement was extended by an additional IN ACCEL-

ERATOR clause. AOTs are populated with INSERT statements
comprising a list of values or a sub-select which might in-
voke arbitrary transformation procedures (cf. Sec. 3), re-
trieving the data from other regular accelerated tables or
AOTs. Likewise, UPDATEs and DELETEs are handled. The
second way for populating AOTs is the new IDAA Loader
[2] (cf. Fig. 1). The data to be loaded can originate from
a variety of sources, even from applications not running on
System z which opens up a wide range of new use cases.
Data can be ingested in both, regular DB2 tables and AOTs.
In the past, IDAA was not concerned about transactions be-
cause only the cursor stability isolation level was supported.
Queries were executed under snapshot isolation in Netezza.
With AOTs, IDAA has to be aware of the DB2 transaction
context so that correct results are guaranteed, i. e., uncom-
mitted data modifications of the own transaction are han-
dled. At the same time, concurrent execution of multiple
queries in a single transaction are also supported.
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